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Black holes are generally formed by collapse of a dust cloud under its own gravity or accretion of
matter onto a gravitating center. For rotating black hole, cloud has to have some rotation which
also contributes to gravitational potential producing repulsive component that counters attraction
due to mass. In higher dimensions greater than four, non-zero angular momentum particles would
always encounter potential barrier which is greater than particle’s energy at infinity. Thus arises
the critical question how does then a rotating black hole form in higher dimensions?
PACS numbers:
I. INTRODUCTION
The primary requirement for formation of astrophysi-
cal black hole is accretion of matter under its own grav-
ity onto a gravitating centre. In contrast to Newtonian
gravity in general relativity rotation also contributes to
gravitational potential but repulsively. Attractive con-
tribution due to mass goes as 1/rD−3 while repulsive
component due to rotation would always go as 1/r2 and
higher. Hence in dimensions greater than five1, the latter
would though override the former yet the overall effective
potential for zero angular momentum accretion onto the
Myers-Perry rotating black hole [1] would remain less
than particle’s energy at infinity. Zero angular momen-
tum particles would therefore encounter no potential bar-
rier to fall onto black hole. This however gets critically
offset even in five dimension when centrifugal component
of non-zero angular momentum accreting matter is in-
cluded. Thus matter with non-zero angular momentum
would always encounter potential barrier, and hence can-
not accrete to a center under its own gravity in higher
dimensions greater than four. It therefore raises the crit-
ical question how do rotating black holes form in higher
dimensions?
There does however exist higher dimensional analogue
of the four dimensional rotating Kerr black hole in the
Myers-Perry solution [1] of Einstein’s vacuum equation
describing a rotating black hole. This is all very fine,
the question is, how does it get formed in astrophysical
setting? As we argued above that in higher dimensions
dust cloud with rotation cannot collapse under its own
gravity. Could it however be possible to impart rota-
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1 In five dimensions, both the components have the same fall off
1/r2, but since mass would override rotation parameter for a
black hole, overall it would be attractive.
tion to already existing non-rotating black hole? So long
as black hole overall remains non-rotating, some rotation
could be imparted to it by bombardment of particles with
angular momentum. The moment rotation becomes sig-
nificant enough so as to require the Myers-Perry metric
for its description, the situation turns to what is alluded
above — no further accretion could occur because of po-
tential barrier it would encounter in all higher dimensions
greater than four. Thus gravitational collapse cannot oc-
cur in all higher dimensions greater than the usual four.
Following [2], the phenomenon of overspinning a near
extremal black hole has been pursued quite intensely as
evidenced by large number of papers (see some represen-
tative examples [3–8]). It turns out that it is in general
possible to overspin a black hole under linear test parti-
cle accretion2. Recently in a breakthrough paper, Sorce
and Wald [11] have shown that this result is always over-
turned when non-linear perturbations are included. Thus
weak cosmic censorship conjecture (WCCC) which may
be violated at linear order is always restored at non-linear
order.
Higher dimensional Myers-Perry black hole can have
more than one rotation parameters, given by n = [(D −
1)/2]. If number of rotations are less than n; i.e. one or
more parameters are switched off, black hole has only one
horizon, hence has no extremal limit and consequently no
overspinning [12]. It is a pertinent question to ask how
does occurrence of potential barrier in higher dimensions
impact on process of overspinning? Clearly particles with
suitable parameters that could cause overspinning would
find it difficult to reach horizon. It has been shown [13]
with an explicit calculation that a six dimensional black
hole cannot be overspun even under linear order accre-
2 It is however not possible to convert a non-extremal into extremal
black hole [9], and nor an extremal into over-extremal state [10]
by geodetic accretion. What is envisaged here is that extremality
cannot be reached but it could perhaps be jumped over by a
discrete non-geodetic but linear order perturbative process.
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2tion. In all dimensions greater than six, the same sit-
uation of potential barrier would prevail, hence a black
hole cannot be overspun in D ≥ 6 [12]. In five dimension
it could however be overspun at linear order which gets
overturned when second order perturbations are included
[14]. Thus higher dimensions favour WCCC for rotating
black holes.
We have also investigated [15] overspinning of pure
Lovelock3 rotating black hole and have shown that it
cannot be overspun in dimension > 4N + 1. For N = 1,
Einstein gravity, it is in D > 5 rotating black hole cannot
be overspun.
The principal aim of this letter is to raise the question
of formation of rotating black holes in higher dimensions.
It is clear that it cannot be formed by gravitational col-
lapse. This is what we wish to demonstrate in the follow-
ing by studying effective potential for zero and non-zero
angular momentum motion of test particles in higher di-
mensional Myers-Perry rotating black hole metric. We
shall consider only one rotation parameter to make the
analysis simple and transparent. This is by no means
any restriction on generality of consideration because the
main argument hinges on occurrence of repulsive poten-
tial barrier which would get further strengthened when
more than one rotation parameters are involved. We shall
first recall the Myers-Perry metric for higher dimensional
rotating black hole and its some salient features.
II. MYERS-PERRY ROTATING BLACK HOLE
The metric describing the higher dimensional Myers-
Perry rotating black hole [1] is given by
ds2 = −dt2 + (r2 + a2i )
(
dµ2i + µ
2
i dφ
2
i
)
+
µr2
ΠF
(
dt+ aiµ
2
i dφi
)2
+
ΠF
∆
dr2 , (1)
where
F = 1− a
2
iµ
2
i
r2 + a2i
,
Π = (r2 + a21)...(r
2 + a2n) , (2)
and i = 1, 2, ..., (D−1)/2. In odd D = 2n+1 dimensions,
∆ = Π−µr2 and Σµ2i = 1 while for evenD = 2n+2, there
is an additional term r2dα2 in the above metric, ∆ =
Π−µr and Σµ2i +α2 = 1 where µ and a are respectively
3 Pure Lovelock means the Lovelock Lagrangian and the following
equation of motion has only one Nth order term without sum
over lower orders. Here N is degree of homogeneous Riemann
curvature polynomial. It should however be noted that the met-
ric we employ for rotating black hole is extrapolated [16] from
the corresponding Myers-Perry metric but it is not an exact so-
lution of pure Lovelock vacuum equation. It however has all the
desirable and expected features.
mass and rotation parameters and n = [(D − 1)/2] is
number of rotation parameters a black hole can have.
The black hole horizons are located at positive roots
of ∆ = 0; i.e. (r2 + a21)...(r
2 + a2n) − µr2 = 0 and (r2 +
a21)...(r
2 + a2n) − µr = 0 respectively for odd and even
dimensions.
It should however be noted whenever one or more of
rotation parameters are switched off, ∆ = 0 has only
one positive root indicating occurrence of only one hori-
zon [12]. As argued earlier for our purpose it would suffice
to consider only one rotation parameter for black hole. In
particular we would examine the case of 5 and 6 dimen-
sions and show how effective potential barrier occurs?
Following the standard procedure for geodesic motion in
a rotating black hole spacetime, we would write effec-
tive potential for zero and non-zero angular momentum
motion.
Horizon for five dimension is given by r+ =
√
µ− a2
while for six dimension it reads as
r+ = (µA)
1/3 − 2
1/3a2/µ1/3
3A1/3
, (3)
where A = 1 +
√
1 + 4a6/27µ2.
III. EFFECTIVE POTENTIAL
Effective potential for non-zero angular momentum
motion in equatorial plane for a rotating black hole with
a single rotation is generically given by
Veff = ΩL+
√
∆/gφφ(L2/gφφ + 1) , (4)
where L is angular momentum of particle and Ω =
−gtφ/gφφ is the frame dragging angular velocity. This
would in 5 and 6 dimensions read as
V 5Deff =
r
[
r4 +
(
r2 + µ
)
a2 + r2L2
]1/2
r4 + (r2 + µ) a2
(
r2 − µ+ a2)1/2
+
aµL
r4 + (r2 + µ) a2
, (5)
V 6Deff =
r
[
r5 +
(
r3 + µ
)
a2 + r3L2
]1/2
r5 + (r3 + µ) a2
(
r3 − µ+ a2r)1/2
+
aµL
r5 + (r3 + µ) a2
, (6)
and for L = 0 to
(
V 5Deff
)2
=
(
1− µ
r2
+
a2
r2
)(
1 +
a2
r2
+
µa2
r4
)−1
,
(7)(
V 6Deff
)2
=
(
1− µ
r3
+
a2
r2
)(
1 +
a2
r2
+
µa2
r5
)−1
.
(8)
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FIG. 1: Effective potential plots: Upper and lower panels respectively refer to L = 0 and L = 2 while left/right panels to
D = 5/6.
Note that for zero angular momentum potential even
though repulsive component due to rotation dominates
over attractive due to mass in the numerator yet it would
not turn overall repulsive because of the denominator.
This becomes clear as we expand it for large r, V 6Deff ∼
1 − µ/2r3. It is interesting that at large r contribution
due to rotation gets completely annulled out. That is
why potential in the upper panel in Fig. 1 is similar to
that of non rotating black hole.
The situation however gets radically altered for non-
zero angular momentum case where additional centrifu-
gal component, L2/r2 comes in (Fig. 1, lower panel).
Note that Veff = 1 at infinity, and then it rises as r
decreases and reaches maximum before coming down at
horizon. It is interesting that Veff ≥ 1 all through except
very close to horizon. For a single rotation, there occurs
only one horizon and hence there is no upper limit on ro-
tation parameter a except for five dimension where it has
to respect a2 ≤ µ lest it turns into a naked singularity4.
This is an interesting case of a rotating black hole with
4 This happens only in the special case of five dimension and not
in general for D = 2n + 1, because in this case contribution to
potential for both mass and rotation fall as 1/r2.
one horizon yet having an extremal limit for its rotation
parameter. However it cannot be obverspun [14] even for
linear order accretion. It is also interesting to note that
in D = 6, as a → ∞, Veff → 1 at all r. This is why
initially maximum of curve rises with increasing a until
a & 1.3, then it starts coming down, see (Fig. 1 lower
right panel).
IV. DISCUSSION
We have seen in the above that particles with angular
momentum would always encounter potential barrier ex-
ceeding their rest mass energy at infinity and hence they
would not be able to reach rotating black hole horizon
unless they are somehow energised to a value overriding
maximum of potential. Such an energising avenue is not
known in realistic astrophysical scenario except of course
of merger and collision of black holes.
Also notice that there exists only one maximum and
no minimum in the lower panel of Fig. 1 indicating non-
existence of bound orbits. This was however known for
non rotating black holes in higher dimensions [17]. This
feature is also carried over to rotating black holes. This
also raises question about accretion process for non rotat-
ing black hole. Accretion is mediated through accretion
disk which cannot occur in higher dimensions because
4there exist no bound orbits. Of course a gas cloud free of
angular momentum could collapse under its own gravity
— purely radial accretion, to form a non rotating black
hole.
It thus appears that in Einstein gravity rotating black
holes may not be able to form in higher dimensions
greater than usual four by gravitational collapse or ac-
cretion process. This was what we had set out to demon-
strate.
How about taking the question to generalized theories
of gravity? The most natural generalization of general
relativity in higher dimensions is the Lovelock theory
which is quintessentially higher dimensional. It is only
the pure Lovelock theory [18], which has only one Nth
order term without sum over lower orders in the Love-
lock Lagrangian, that admits bound orbits in the dimen-
sion range 2N + 1 < D < 4N + 1 [17]. For N = 1,
Einstein gravity bound orbits exist only in four dimen-
sion while for N = 2 pure Gauss-Bonnet gravity, they
exist for D = 6, 7, 8. However non rotating black hole
[19] is stable [20] only in dimensions D ≥ 3N + 1; i.e.
for pure Gauss-Bonnet in seven and eight dimensions.
That is, in these dimensions rotating black holes could,
in principle like Kerr black hole in four dimension, be
formed in pure Gauss-Bonnet gravity by collapse and ac-
cretion process. In general for the dimension window,
2N + 1 < D < 4N + 1, pure Lovelock rotating black
holes could be formed.
Finally higher dimensional rotating black holes cannot
be formed in Einstein gravity by collapse and accretion
process, they could however be formed only in pure Love-
lock gravity, in particular pure Gauss-Bonnet gravity in
dimensions D = 6, 7, 8. Besides kinematicity of gravity
in critical odd dimensions D = 2N + 1 and existence of
bound orbits [18], formation of rotating black holes in
higher dimensions is yet another property that singles
out pure Lovelock gravity.
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